Metrics and Acquisition Modes for Fixation Stability as a Visual Function Biomarker
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PURPOSE. To compare different metrics and acquisition modes of fixation stability as a new visual function biomarker in a large cohort of patients with ARCA4-related Stargardt disease from the multicenter prospective ProgStar study.

METHODS. Fixation was tested during a separate fixation exam and also dynamically during a sensitivity exam, using fundus-tracking microperimetry (Nidek MP-1). Fixation data were analyzed using the bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA), the 2/4 degree method, and the Fujii classification.

RESULTS. In a total of 235 patients, the mean BCEA was larger when measured during the sensitivity exam (418 eyes; 12.5 vs. 4.6 deg2 during the fixation task in 427 eyes). Correlations between the two tests were generally weak. Fixation stability during the sensitivity test was significantly correlated with visual acuity. Comparing the BCEA values and the corresponding Fujii categories for these eyes revealed ranges of overlap where an eye with one defined BCEA value can fall into each of the three Fujii categories.

CONCLUSIONS. Patients may have limited ability to fixate over defined time periods, which leads to significant differences between shorter and longer measurements of fixation stability. The most appropriate way to use this functional biomarker appears to be using continuous metrics for fixation stability, such as the BCEA, during a macular sensitivity test.
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The most common type of juvenile macular degeneration is autosomal recessive Stargardt disease (STGD1) with an estimated prevalence of 1/8000 to 1/10,000.1 Although foveal-sparing cases with preserved visual acuity have been described,2–4 most cases show central involvement.5,6 As a result, bilateral symmetrical loss of visual acuity down to 20/200 or 20/400 is typically observed in STGD1.7,8 However, recent evidence suggests that visual acuity is not a sensitive biomarker for longitudinal change of visual function.8

In healthy observers, eye movements such as microsaccades and tremor keep the retina constantly in motion.9 The magnitude of these movements, however, is very small.9 Eyes with various forms of central macular disease show eccentric and unstable fixation with bivariate contour ellipse areas (BCEA) approximately 10 times as large as in normal eyes.10 Fixation stability is a functional biomarker introduced to more comprehensively assess the function of the macula.11 It positively correlates with reading speed,12–15 visual acuity,11,16–18 and visual search ability19 in patients with macular disease. Fixation stability testing using different devices has been shown to yield similar results in normal eyes and eyes with macular disease.20 It has been shown that the improvement in fixation stability is predictive of the visual outcome in patients with macular hole surgery.21

Given the emerging therapeutic approaches for retinal diseases,22,23 there is a need to identify the most appropriate outcome parameters and visual function biomarkers for clinical trials.24–27 This report compares different metrics and different modes of acquisition to report fixation values in a large cohort of patients with genetically confirmed STGD1. It tests the hypothesis that there is a strong correlation between the different metrics of fixation stability and that they are interchangeable. Furthermore, it tests the hypothesis that the fixation results obtained during a separate fixation exam11 and those obtained during a macular sensitivity test20 are interchangeable.

METHODS

The ProgStar Study

In this study, research is based on the baseline data collected as part of the multicenter prospective ProgStar study, which is registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov (Identifier NCT019777846). The Guidelines of Good Clinical Practice of the International
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Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, the applicable regulatory requirements, and the current Declaration of Helsinki were followed. The study is in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Prior to enrollment of the first patient, the Western Institutional Review Board, the local institutional review boards (IRB), and the Human Research Protection Office of the U.S. Army Medical Research & Materiel Command granted ethics committee approval. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects after explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study.

Inclusion Criteria

ProgStar Report No. 1 describes in detail the design, organization, baseline characteristics, and inclusion and exclusion criteria.29 The inclusion criteria were set along the needs of a natural history study that investigates novel biomarkers for retinal degenerative diseases; the following were critical for the presented subproject: Patients (aged ≥6 years) with ≥2 ABCA4 mutations or 1 ABCA4 mutation plus a phenotype typical of STGD1 were enrolled if fundus autofluorescence testing revealed ≥1 well-demarcated area of atrophy with a minimum diameter of 300 μm but a total lesion area ≤12 mm². Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) had to be ≥20 Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letters (20/400 Snellen equivalent). Clear ocular media and patient ability to perform all examinations were required.

Procedure

Microperimetric macular sensitivity and fixation exams were performed with the Nidek MP-1 microperimeter (Navis Software 1.7.0 or higher; Nidek Technologies Srl, Albignasego, PD, Italy) at eight out of nine participating sites, and only exams performed with the Nidek MP-1 were included. Real-time retinal imaging is rendered possible through an infrared fundus camera with an included liquid crystal display to display a single red cross (2° visual angle in extension and 1° visual angle in thickness as default, both increasable if necessary) on a white, monochromatic background.

Fixation stability was assessed during two tasks (Fig. 1). For the fixation module, patients are asked to monocularly fixate a target during a short independent fixation exam. Alternatively, fixation results were also obtained during microperimetric macular sensitivity testing (dynamic testing). In both cases, the patient’s retina is being tracked and a scatter plot of all fixation locations is generated. There are two fundamentally different methods to describe the cloud of fixation points. The Fujii method uses a circle of 2° and 4° in diameter centered on the barycenter of all fixation points,29 and the BCEA is an ellipse surrounding one, two, or three standard deviations (SD) of all fixation points.11

Monocular testing was performed with the contralateral eye patched. All patients were instructed to steadily fixate the center of the cross and to use peripheral fixation if necessary. After the subject had located the red fixation target, the fixation task for approximately 30 seconds was started (fixation test). Afterward, macular sensitivity was tested with simultaneous dynamic quantification of fixation (sensitivity test). During both exams, the Nidek MP-1 acquired real-time fundus images with a frequency of 25 Hz providing 25 x- and 25 y-coordinates per second. During the testing, if the MP-1 cannot track the eye, testing is not resumed until the eye can be tracked again, so that the total time of the procedure is often greater than the tracked time. Nidek Navis software generated raw fixation files (.mfd format), which were exported after the test.

Data Analysis

Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) was used to calculate the gravitational center as the mean of the x- and y-coordinates. The number of fixation events within 2° and 4° was calculated (i.e., the “2/4 degree method”) and the Fujii category determined.29 “Stable” meant that at least 75% of all fixation points were within the 2° circle. “Relatively unstable” meant that less than 75% of the points were within the 2° circle but at least 75% were within the 4° circle. “Unstable” meant that less than 75% of all fixation points were within the 4° circle. Additionally, the global BCEA for one, two, and three standard deviations was calculated using the following equation:

\[
BCEA = 2k \pi \sigma_x \sigma_y \left(1 - \rho^2\right)^{1/2}.
\]  

(1)

\[
\sigma_x \text{ and } \sigma_y \text{ are the standard deviations of horizontal and vertical eye movements, } \rho \text{ is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of fixation positions in the horizontal and vertical meridian, } k \text{ is dependent on the chosen probability area:}
\]

\[
P = 1 - e^{-k}
\]  

(2)

And e is the base of the natural logarithm. P is the chosen probability for the SD that the BCEA is based on and the equation is solved for k.

\[
k = -\ln(1 - P)
\]  

(3)

Statistical Analyses

By definition, only this constant value k, which is based on the chosen probability area in the equation \(BCEA = 2k \pi \sigma_x \sigma_y \left(1 - \rho^2\right)^{1/2}\), separates the 2SD and 3SD-BCEA from the 1SD-BCEA. All correlation coefficients for 1SD/2SD/3SD-BCEA values with all other variables (tracked duration, percentage of points within 2° or 4°, and so on) are thus identical. Therefore, we present the correlations exclusively for the 1SD-BCEA.

The main outcome measures in this investigation were the cloud of fixation points with x- and y-coordinates for each point and the BCVA as measured with the ETDRS system.

Data Management

The central reading center was the Doheny Imaging Reading Center (DIRC) at the Doheny Eye Institute. The data coordinating and data management center (DCC) was the Dana Center for Preventive Ophthalmology, Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. REDCap databases were used to store the data. All Nidek MP-1 instruments and photographers were certified by the DIRC prior to enrollment.

RESULTS

In the prospective ProgStar study, a total of 259 patients and 489 eyes were enrolled at nine centers between October 21, 2013, and January 30, 2015.29 One participating center did not perform microperimetry using the MP-1. Overall, MP-1 testing was graded in at least one eye for 235 patients. Fixation data were missing in several instances and were available from the separate fixation task in 427 eyes and for 418 eyes derived from the sensitivity test. Table 1 shows the demographic features of these patients. The median BCVA was approximately 20/125 Snellen equivalent or 42 ETDRS letters (mean ± SD, 46.3 ± 16.3; range, 20–888).
TABLE 1. Patient Characteristics: Patients With at Least One MP-1 Grading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Characteristics</th>
<th>Patients With at Least One MP-1 Grading Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person level, N = 235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>33.7 ± 15.2</td>
<td>7 to 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset, y</td>
<td>20.9 ± 13.9</td>
<td>2 to 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration, y</td>
<td>12.7 ± 10.4</td>
<td>0 to 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count female (%)</td>
<td>130 (55.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/South Asian</td>
<td>9 (3.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>19 (8.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>202 (86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown ethnicity</td>
<td>4 (1.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye level, N = 440</td>
<td>46.3 ± 16.3</td>
<td>20 to 88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Summary

The mean area of the BCEA encompassing 1 SD (68.3%) of all fixation events was 4.6 deg² when measured during the fixation test and significantly larger (12.5 deg²) when measured during the macular sensitivity test, indicating more stable fixation during the fixation test (P < 0.0001, Table 2). This is also reflected by the lower percentages of points within the 2° and 4° circles during the sensitivity test compared with the fixation test (P < 0.0001, Table 2). Using the 2SD- or the 3SD-BCEA, which are distinct from the 1SD-BCEA only through a constant factor, led to proportionately larger areas but identical proportional differences between the fixation test and the sensitivity test. The tracked test duration was aimed at approximately 30 seconds and therefore has a low SD of 5.3 seconds. The percentage of examination time tracked by the Nidek MP-1 was significantly larger during the fixation test when compared to the sensitivity test.

TABLE 2. Summary Fixation Stability All Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixation Stability</th>
<th>Fixation Test, N = 427</th>
<th>Sensitivity Test, N = 418</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SD-BCEA, deg²</td>
<td>Mean ± SD (Range)</td>
<td>Mean ± SD (Range)</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>-9.9, -6.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SD-BCEA, deg²</td>
<td>4.6 ± 9.0 (0.01–134.9)</td>
<td>12.5 ± 15.7 (0.04–163.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SD-BCEA, deg²</td>
<td>12.5 ± 24.4 (0.03–365.6)</td>
<td>33.8 ± 42.6 (0.10–444.1)</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>-26.7, -17.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage within 2°</td>
<td>24.0 ± 46.7 (0.06–699.9)</td>
<td>64.7 ± 81.6 (0.19–850.1)</td>
<td>-42.2</td>
<td>-51.1, -33.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage within 4°</td>
<td>71% ± 28% (0%–100%)</td>
<td>48% ± 27% (0%–100%)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21, 0.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji Category</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval</td>
<td>P Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>-941.1</td>
<td>-974.5, -907.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively unstable</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-720.1</td>
<td>-739.2, -701.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.076, 0.11</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations Among Different Metrics to Describe Fixation Stability

We correlated various measures of fixation stability. The two metrics of describing the cloud of fixation points, the BCEA and the 2/4 degree method, showed moderate to strong correlation when compared within the fixation test or within the sensitivity test (Tables 3, 4). The scatter plots (Fig. 2) demonstrate that 1SD-BCEAs less than 15 deg² are associated with a wide range of different percentages of fixation events within the 2° circle. There was only a small number of cases with a 1SD-BCEA < 20 deg² and very unstable fixation with less than 20% of points within 2°, especially in the sensitivity test.

The percentages of points within the 2° or 4° circles strongly correlate, especially within the sensitivity test. Correlations were generally weak when fixation measures from the fixation test were compared with the sensitivity test. In addition, correlations of fixation measures with the test duration were very weak if not absent. Weak correlations were found with the proportion of time the Nidek MP-1 was able to track the retina (Tables 3, 4).

Fujii Classification and the BCEA

All eyes were categorized in the corresponding Fujii category (“stable,” “relatively unstable,” or “unstable”) based on the 2° and 4° circles (Table 5). Eyes in the “stable” category had the smallest 1SD-BCEAs with a mean area of 1.3 ± 1.4 deg² during the fixation test. The 1SD-BCEAs in the “relatively unstable” group (5.6 ± 4.4 deg²) and in the “unstable” group (18.5 ± 20.6 deg²) were larger. However, there was a significant amount of overlap, which is visualized by the box plots in Figure 3. For example, during the fixation test, an eye with a BCEA of 4 deg² may fall into any of the three Fujii categories.

Fixation Stability and Visual Acuity

A single linear model best described the relationship of the BCVA with fixation stability during both the fixation and sensitivity test. An increase of 1 deg² in BCEA during the fixation test was associated with a 0.15-letter (ETDRS) worse BCVA (95% confidence interval [CI], −0.33 to −0.026; P =
with BCVA between 20/25 and 20/70 (0.35; q eyes with a BCVA better than 20/25 (fixation test and the sensitivity test was very strong for the few BCVA worse than 20/70, fixation was more unstable during the in poorer BCVA groups. Especially when looking at eyes with a BCVA score of that eye (Table 6). For both the fixation test and the sensitivity test was associated with a 0.14-letter (ETDRS) worse BCVA 20/200 (¼ 0.0153; P < 0.0001, for eyes with a BCVA between 20/70 and 20/200 (PBCVA 20/70–20/200 = 0.51; P < 0.0001; N = 115), and for eyes with a BCVA worse than 20/200 (pBCVA worse than 20/200 = 0.35; P = 0.0088; N = 56).

**DISCUSSION**

**Fixation in STGD1 Using Different Metrics and Different Modes of Acquisition**

We tested fixation stability, a relatively novel visual function biomarker, in a large cohort of patients with genetically confirmed STGD1 using the Nidek MP-1 both during a dedicated fixation test and during a macular sensitivity exam. Our group recently demonstrated the clinical relevance and the correlation of fixation stability with disease duration, age of onset, and visual acuity in Stargardt disease (Schönbach EM, IOVS 2016;57:ARVO E-Abstract 2694). We were also able to demonstrate that fixation parameters are able to detect longitudinal changes of visual function in selected cases where microperimetric sensitivity parameters failed to provide significant changes (Schönbach EM, IOVS 2017;58:ARVO E-Abstract 4635). Possibly, these fixation parameters may serve as secondary outcome measures in future clinical trials. It remains unclear whether the most appropriate way to measure fixation stability is during the macular sensitivity test, which is primarily conducted to test macular light sensitivity, or if a separate fixation test is necessary.

By definition, fixation is more stable when the fixation events recorded by the eye-tracking device are spatially closer together. There are different approaches to describe this distribution. The BCEA describes the smallest elliptical area that encompasses one, two, or three SDs of all fixation events while accounting for their horizontal and vertical spread. In the presented dataset, we measured a mean 1SD-BCEA of 4.6 deg² during the fixation test. This is in line with previous articles that reported a mean fixation stability of 2.4 deg² in 60 eyes of patients with STGD1. We report a mean BCEA of 12.5 deg² during the sensitivity exam, substantially larger than during the fixation test. We are unaware of any previously published data on fixation stability measurements in STGD1 or any other macular disease during an exam primarily intended to determine macular light sensitivity.

Many research groups describe fixation stability by counting the points within 2° or 4° from the gravitational center. Using the MP-1 microperimeter and a separate fixation exam, one report on 15 patients with STGD1 found less stable fixation (mean within 2°, 53%; mean within 4°, 69%) than our report, which may be due to the older patient age and supposedly more advanced disease in their patient cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters From the Fixation Test</th>
<th>Percentage Within 2°</th>
<th>Percentage Within 4°</th>
<th>Percentage of Time Tracked</th>
<th>Total Duration</th>
<th>Duration Tracked</th>
<th>1SD-BCEA</th>
<th>Percentage Within 2°</th>
<th>Percentage Within 4°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISD-BCEA</td>
<td>−0.57</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage within 2°</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>0.1745</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage within 4°</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Time Tracked</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** Pearson Correlation Coefficient and P Values of the Correlation of Fixation Stability Parameters From the Separate Fixation Test With Other Fixation Parameters
Correlation Among the Different Metrics to Describe Fixation Stability

The 2/4 degree method and the BCEA are two different metrics to quantify the spatial proximity of fixation points within the cloud of recorded fixation events. Only the BCEA considers the elliptical distribution of the fixation points. Especially eyes with macular disease and amblyopic eyes have been shown to present with a more elliptical distribution than normal eyes. In addition, the BCEA can become infinitely small and allows an accurate quantification of fixation stability in the stable end of the spectrum, while the 2/4 degree method is limited by a ceiling effect. Fixation stability outcomes from both methods have been correlated with demographic features, BCVA, and fixation location, but only limited data are available on their correlation with each other. In a small group of eyes with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) undergoing a fixation test, Crossland et al. were able to demonstrate a weak linear correlation between the logBCEA and the 2/4 degree method. Our results on a cohort of STGD1 patients are consistent with the article by Crossland et al.

Figure 1. Fixation was tested during a separate fixation task (A) where the patient was instructed to focus on the center of a red cross. Blue dots represent the recorded fixation events. Afterward, fixation was determined during a sensitivity exam (B). Here, a higher number of fixation points is available as a result of the longer test duration. Fixation events also seem to be more widely scattered during the sensitivity exam.

Figure 2. Correlation of the bivariate contour ellipse area with the percentage of fixation points within 2° (A, B) and 4° (C, D) during a separate fixation test (A, C) and the macular sensitivity test (B, D).
TABLE 5. Fixation Stability as Measured Using the Bivariate Contour Ellipse Area Across Different Categories of the Fujii Classification. Certain Values of the BCEA Correspond to All Three Fujii Categories (‘‘Unstable,’’ ‘‘Relatively Unstable,’’ or ‘‘Stable’’) at the Same Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fujii Categories</th>
<th>Unstable</th>
<th>Relatively Unstable</th>
<th>Stable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCEA Probability Area in deg² during fixation task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SD</td>
<td>18.5 ± 20.6</td>
<td>5.6 ± 4.4</td>
<td>1.3 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SD</td>
<td>50.1 ± 55.9</td>
<td>15.0 ± 11.9</td>
<td>3.5 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SD</td>
<td>95.8 ± 1070.0</td>
<td>28.8 ± 22.8</td>
<td>6.7 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCEA Probability Area in deg² during macular sensitivity test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SD</td>
<td>24.2 ± 20.3</td>
<td>6.9 ± 3.4</td>
<td>2.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SD</td>
<td>65.5 ± 55.1</td>
<td>18.6 ± 9.3</td>
<td>5.5 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SD</td>
<td>125.3 ± 105.4</td>
<td>35.5 ± 17.8</td>
<td>10.5 ± 10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation Among the Different Acquisition Modes to Describe Fixation Stability

We compared fixation data from the fixation test and the sensitivity test and found significantly more stable fixation during the fixation exam. This result is not surprising because the patients are given different instructions in the two tests.

During the short fixation exam, the patient makes an effort to look at the center of the fixation target as steadily as possible, whereas he or she focuses on not missing any displayed light stimuli during the sensitivity test. Furthermore, longer test duration has been shown to adversely affect the stability of fixation, possibly due to effects of fatigue. Another explanation is that if patients just keep their eye in one position during the short fixation task, they will be assessed as having stable fixation when they may in fact be attending to something else.

The design of this research introduces an important limitation to the interpretation of our correlations with test duration because the fixation test was aimed at 30 seconds and the sensitivity test was conducted until a threshold for all 68 retinal test locations was determined. However, we were able to find a correlation between fixation stability and the proportion of tracked to total test duration. We expected an association because the retina of unstable eyes is often harder to follow. We found a weak yet important association of the proportion of tracked time with fixation stability (Tables 3, 4).

Fujii Classification and the BCEA

The Fujii classification is a straightforward categorization of fixation stability results and has been extensively discussed in the literature. We add that there is a significant range of overlap between its different categories.17 Our analysis shows that a single BCEA value from the fixation test between 3.8 and 8.5 deg² can correspond to each of the three Fujii categories, making the Fujii classification less useful. A similar range of overlap could also be found for the sensitivity test (4.4–9.8 deg²). Other disadvantages of this classification include that counting the fixation points within 2° or 4° from the center of gravity does not recognize the presence of two spatially distinct but stable PRLs (preferred retinal locus), which is common in macular diseases.35,37–39 In other words, this method will categorize both eyes with truly poor fixation as well as those with multiple distinct PRLs as unstable, whereas the BCEA has been reported for use in eyes with multiple PRLs. Moreover, the Fujii classification categorizes vastly different degrees of stability in the same group. Both 100% and 75% of points within 2° are considered “stable,” discarding much useful information. We showed in a previous analysis that small deteriorations of fixation stability are associated with a large effect on visual acuity.11 We therefore speculate that this is the reason why studies in AMD showed that the fixation report generated by the MP-1 is very poorly correlated to any parameters of reading.40 The BCEA is a less quantized measure of fixation and better correlated to reading speed.40 Additionally, functional analyses have shown that the BCEA is more...
closely linked to reading speed than the central 2/4 degree method.\textsuperscript{40}

**Association With Visual Acuity**

BCVA and fixation stability correlate, and significant associations have been demonstrated in STGD\textsubscript{1},\textsuperscript{11} AMD,\textsuperscript{17} and infantile nystagmus.\textsuperscript{41} In a previous article using fixation tests, we showed that an earlier onset of STGD\textsubscript{1} is associated with more unstable fixation and that the association with BCVA is most pronounced when fixation is relatively central.\textsuperscript{11} Also when measured during the sensitivity test, we found significant associations of BCVA with fixation stability (Schönbach EM, IOVS 2016;57:ARVO E-Abstract 2694). However, we are unaware of any previous study comparing stability values from both the fixation test and the sensitivity test. We decided to present visual acuity as an outcome of the stability of fixation. The opposite direction also seems plausible but appears less applicable in clinical practice. Our results show that small BCEAs seem to be associated with a large range of different BCVA scores, regardless of whether the results are derived from a dedicated fixation exam or from the sensitivity test. Stable fixation (BCEA $\leq$ 50 deg$^2$), regardless of its origin from a fixation test or sensitivity test, is almost universally associated with a good BCVA score (BCVA $> 60$ ETDRS letters), whereas less stable fixation tends to more often be associated with poor BCVA. Our results suggest that fixation data derived from either the fixation or the sensitivity test can reasonably describe the fixation aspect of vision and both tests correlate with BCVA. However, only the association of fixation stability from the sensitivity test was significantly associated with BCVA. One possible explanation is that patients may be able to keep their eyes straight during the short fixation task with a marked underestimate of the BCEA. The higher percentage of tracked test duration during the fixation test supports this theory. From this perspective, the fixation data from the sensitivity test seem more useful, and the continuous measures more than the categorical measures. Fixation data from the sensitivity test may be more unstable, but they give a rough idea of what the outcome of the fixation test will be. Since many similarities exist between STGD\textsubscript{1} and other macular diseases, the presented principles may also apply to, for example, AMD.

**Table 6.** Summary of 1SD–BCEA, Percentage of Fixation Points Within 2 and 4 Degrees by Visual Acuity Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Measure and Visual Acuity Group</th>
<th>Data From Fixation Test</th>
<th>Data From Sensitivity Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean ± SD (Deg$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–SD BCEA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA $\geq$ 20/25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.28 (0.04 to 1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA 20/25 - 20/70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.3 ± 5.3 (0.06 to 36.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA 20/70 - 20/200</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>4.17 ± 5.48 (0.01 to 36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA worse than 20/200</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>8.12 ± 15.32 (0.49 to 134.89)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of points within 2 deg

| BCVA $\geq$ 20/25                     | 17 | 99% ± 2% (94% to 100%) |                  | 14 | 78% ± 28% (13% to 100%) |                  | 0.18      | (0.04, 0.31)  | 0.0125 |
| BCVA 20/25 - 20/70                    | 75 | 87% ± 25% (9% to 100%) |                  | 72 | 73% ± 29% (10% to 100%) |                  | 0.13      | (0.07, 0.19)  | <0.001 |
| BCVA 20/70 - 20/200                   | 254 | 71% ± 27% (0% to 100%) |                  | 230 | 45% ± 23% (0% to 100%) |                  | 0.26      | (0.23, 0.30)  | <0.001 |
| BCVA worse than 20/200                | 101 | 57% ± 27% (0% to 98%) |                  | 102 | 32% ± 19% (4% to 81%) |                  | 0.25      | (0.20, 0.30)  | <0.001 |

Percentage of points within 4 deg

| BCVA $\geq$ 20/25                     | 17 | 100% ± 0% (99% to 100%) |                  | 14 | 92% ± 16% (43% to 100%) |                  | 0.071     | (0.0004, 0.14) | 0.4888 |
| BCVA 20/25 - 20/70                    | 75 | 95% ± 13% (32% to 100%) |                  | 72 | 88% ± 17% (34% to 100%) |                  | 0.071     | (0.036, 0.11)  | <0.001 |
| BCVA 20/70 - 20/200                   | 254 | 92% ± 14% (10% to 100%) |                  | 230 | 77% ± 20% (3% to 100%) |                  | 0.15      | (0.13, 0.18)  | <0.001 |
| BCVA worse than 20/200                | 101 | 85% ± 21% (0% to 100%) |                  | 102 | 68% ± 21% (13% to 99%) |                  | 0.19      | (0.15, 0.24)  | <0.001 |
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Limitations

As mentioned earlier, important differences between the fixation test and the full microperimetry exam introduce limitations to this research. Patients pay attention to different aspects in both tests (fixating only the red cross versus fixing the red cross and focusing on displayed light stimuli at the same time).22,45 The analysis also assumes that fixation is not wandering and that a very high number of fixation events is comparable to a much lower number. Not surprisingly, the tests do not correlate very well, and stable fixation during a short test does not necessarily predict stable fixation during a light detection task. However, in light of the paucity of literature on this subject, the primary purpose of this article was to provide a comparison between the two tests and the different measures for the clinician, although there are limitations, from a physiological standpoint for the mentioned reasons.

Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that the continuous BCEA has certain advantages over both the 2/4 degree method and the Fujii classification. The latter two seem of little use when fixation is in a certain range. The BCEA from both the separate fixation and the sensitivity exam are functional biomarkers that correlate with each other and with BCVA. But only the data from the sensitivity exam showed a statistically significant association with BCVA. Data from both exams seem to describe the fixation dimension of vision reasonably well. BCEA values from the sensitivity test are larger, and one explanation is that a patient can keep his or her eye in one position during the short fixation task and will be assessed as having stable fixation when in fact he or she is attending to something else. We conclude that the separate fixation exam may be redundant when fixation is also tested during the sensitivity exam. Further steps to validate these biomarkers include investigation of their usefulness to monitor disease progression in longitudinal studies and to test if changes of fixation stability correlate with other outcome parameters.
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